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Man needs a lifeline to God. It would
be presumptuous of us to suggest we
are in any way that. Only the Lord's
presence in our life, in our thoughts
and affections, pulls us away from our
selfishness and draws us to Himself.
But it is our purpose to try to serve that
essential need. We hope to extend
thought in many ways and draw in the
light that only the Lord Jesus can give.
And we hope that the sharing of our
ideas, our hopes and fears, our work
and activities, will bring among us the
joy that is the very life and presence of
our Lord. If these pages can serve and
express our involvement with each
other in the ways of truth, then this
LIFELINE may help us to hold fast to
the lifeline that is our salvation.
Rev Paul V Vickers

From the President's Page in
Issue 1
I find it quite thrilling to be writing my
first Presidential message for Lifeline,
and I must first pay tribute to the editor
and all those who have been involved
in its promotion and production. My
only feeling of regret is that Ted
Bottomley, who had so much to do
with its planning and, as a professional
journalist, did all he could to help us to
realise what good journalism can do,
is not here to see Lifeline published.
Rev John O Booth
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Lifeline

A Brief History
Lifeline appeared for the first time in April 1976 at a cost of 15p. (See
front cover of this issue). The development of Lifeline had been the
inspiration of Ted Bottomley who sadly passed away before the first
issue went to press. Rev Paul Vickers became the first editor and
presided over the first 36 issues. At the beginning it was printed in a
‘pocket book’ style format about 8¾ ins by 4½ ins with a single
colour to the front and 36 pages usually with quite a number of
photographs and special pages for children. By the time Issue 37
had gone to press Harry Heap had taken over as Editor due to Paul
becoming unwell, but the format remained the same for 9 more
issues.
For Issue 46 published in January 1980 at a price of 20p the
format changed to A5 ‘booklet’ style in which many of our current
Church newsletters are now printed. The number of pages reduced
to 28 and the single colour front was continued as before. This
format proved very popular, if somewhat expensive to produce, and
Lifeline continued to be published this way for the next 147 issues.
During this period Harry worked closely with the graphics
company in Manchester that produced Lifeline and with New Church
House who distributed it. Such were the demands on the editor at
that time that it was difficult for him to find two consecutive weeks in
which to take a holiday!

But relying on an outside agency to do most of the
publishing worked had proved to be very expensive and so
Harry set about with his own word processor to substantially
produce Lifeline at home. And so for Issue 193, published in
April 1992 the format changed to A4 in order to simplify the
‘home’ publishing task. Much money was saved as a result
of this change which helped to finance the production of
Outlook as the primary publication for outreach.
Harry’s 14 year marathon as Editor ended in 1993 when
Patrick Johnson took over from Issue 204 in March of that
year. Initially this cost reduced format had no colour
although from time to time it was printed on coloured paper.
But later a single colour was introduced on the front cover.
Usually 12 pages made up an issue with a great variety of
content.
When Patrick took on the role of Editor the price was
80p moving to 90p in April 1996 and £1 in April 1997. A total
of 75 issues were produced by Patrick with assistance from
time to time by Roland Smith and then yet another change
of Editor and format took place to greet the new millennium.
With this issue I have now produced just 21 issues of
Lifeline, so it is early days yet! New Church House continues
its excellent work as distributor with Ian McCallum looking
after the business side of things. Every issue is produced
entirely on computer with the final copy going to the printers
on CD-ROM! But as ever Lifeline depends on readers who
value it and contributors who are prepared to write for it.
Long may these both continue.
Editor
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How old is Jesus?
Only a year or two back we were marking his 2000th
birthday, yet a few weeks ago we welcomed his birth as
something present, and by now most of us have
returned to our usual habit - thinking of him as about 30.
How confusing!
Taking the question seriously, though, most people
would probably agree that, being God, he's timeless and
ageless, although in his earthly human nature he
reached about 33.
Why 33? This is argued from Luke's assertion, "Now
Jesus himself was about thirty years old when he began
his ministry" (chapter 3, verse 33), and from the
Passover seeming to come round three times in John's
Gospel. However, this is not clearly stated, and the
period of ministry may have been shorter or longer. The
following exchange from John (chapter 8, verses 56-58)
at first confuses us further about Jesus' age, then puts it
in true perspective:

No one stage in human life seems adequate to
express the character of the ageless God. He
possesses the attractive aspect of every age innocence of a baby, liveliness of a child, enthusiasm of
youth, vigour of early adulthood, maturity of middle age,
and serenity of old age. So we're right to imagine him
flexibly, at the various stages. As we move through
these ourselves, we can ask his support at each stage
to be more like him, and then aspire in our eternal life to
combine them all as he does.
Every angel in heaven progresses continually
towards the springtime of life..... The progress is
always according to the growth of love,
goodness, and faith in the person concerned.
(The Shorter "Heaven and Hell", page 81)
Rev Ian Johnson

".....Your father Abraham rejoiced at the thought
of seeing my day; he saw it and was glad."
"You are not yet fifty years old," the Jews said to
him, "and you have seen Abraham!"
"I tell you the truth," answered Jesus, "before
Abraham was, I am."
Does it matter much, how we think of Jesus, in
particular, how old we imagine him? Essentially of
course he is perfect Love and Wisdom, universal and
unchanging, but this is very difficult for us to grasp. So
we are encouraged to focus on Jesus as the personal
expression of God, or the Divine Human. In True
Christian Religion, no 787 it's explained that the new
church of this age
.....will worship one visible God, in whom is the
invisible God, as the soul is in the body.....
Linking with an invisible God...is like looking out
in the middle of an ocean, when the gaze falls on
air and sea and is frustrated. But linking with a
visible God is like seeing a man in the air or the
sea opening his arms and inviting you into his
embrace.

Jesus’ betrayal on part of the façade of the Temple
Sagrada Familia, Barcelona, together with a ‘magic
square’ where all the rows, columns and diagonals
add up to 33, the supposed age of Jesus.

GROUP LEADERS COURSE
A 4 week course in all aspects of group leading is to be held
at Burnley New Church on Saturdays 16th March, 20th April,
l8th May and l5th June 2002. The first two sessions will be led
by Stephen Lacy and will look at the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The appropriate use of small groups in a church context
What makes a group function well or badly
Styles and qualities of leader
How to set up a group
How leaders can deal with problems they might face
Preparation and ways of structuring group time
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The other sessions will look at available material and
will include practical demonstrations of how this can
be used.
The course is designed to give guidance, ideas and
encouragement to anyone wishing to learn how to
lead Bible study classes, prayer groups, outreach
events and Sunday school classes. It will consist of
lectures, discussions, handouts and group exercises.
Interested?
Please contact Jan Millar (01535 633730) as soon
as possible as numbers are limited.

Auxiliary Ministry Weekend
In company with our two Tutors Rev Geoffrey Clarkson
and Rev Ian Johnson, eighteen worship leaders
gathered at Purley Chase for a weekend of social,
training and discussion activities. Purley worked its
usual magic in providing a superb atmosphere and a
fine table despite Irene being under the weather.
A tribute should also be paid to Jan MiIlar for her
incredible support and background work, without which
the whole Auxiliary Ministry programme would suffer if
not be grounded.
The programme on this occasion was an Old
Testament study lead by Rev Geoffrey Clarkson,
looking at the Prophets, prophecy, and the use of the
prophets in worship. This fascinating subject has many
incredible insights and colourful texts, from which, we
can not only draw inspiration, but also find a wealth of
material for our worship leading.

16-18th November 2001

An equally absorbing presentation by Rev Ian
Johnson provided us with tantalising 'Dips' into Divine
Providence, which provided a similar stimulus to our
discussions and thoughts.
It is remarkable what such a short week end can
produce for we were able to look at many of the
problems that are common to each other, and many we
had failed to appreciate others were encountering. With
such a diverse input and coming from throughout
England and Scotland, we have a pool of experience
and a wealth of variety that we can all draw from.
Daily services of matins and vespers were shared
by various leaders culminating in the Holy Supper
service thoughtfully led by Anne Clarkson. We finally
parted, reflecting upon the wonderful Spiritual
atmosphere of a Purley Weekend, and the unique spirit
of fellowship we had the joy to share.
Peter Wilson

Gift Aid Scheme

Newsletter No 12

Funds raised during 2000/2001
Further information
About £39600 was raised towards the Conference
Target by individual subscriptions through Deeds or GiftAid, including £11400 in tax rebates. The cumulative
total for net donations since the baseline year 1997/98
is about £3000 less than the amount needed to keep
pace with inflation. In addition to the above figures,
£7800 was distributed at the request of donors to
Societies and other bodies.
The new scheme for Gift-Aid is working well and
proving beneficial. For example, during the July 2000
Conference, 30 new donors made Gift-Aid declarations,
and the envelope scheme used for the Conference
Service collection enabled a tax rebate of £130 to be
claimed on behalf of the pension fund.

Forward look to 2001/2002
To keep pace with inflation since the baseline year
1997/98, an estimated increase in net donations of
£7000 above the previous year's donations is needed.
One-off Gift-Aid donations are always welcome; also
Bankers Order amendment forms are available on
request.

Pending the appointment of a new Collector,
correspondence about the Conference Gift-Aid scheme
should be sent to the Conference Treasurer at the
address given below.
Queries about declarations via the internet, or about
payroll giving, gifts of shares and securities, property in
UK, resident trusts and company donations should be
sent to the Conference Treasurer Nigel Sutton, 42
Hillside, Derby, DE65 6AZ TeI/Fax 01283 702764
Email NKSutton@Freenet.co.uk

Acknowledgements
On behalf of the Church, I would like to take this
opportunity of thanking all donors for their generous and
continued support for the work of the Church.
From the retiring collector,
Ted Hammond

“Spiritual truths are confirmed through temptation, and love and good are then implanted”
Emanuel Swedenborg
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Person to Person - The Gospel of John
"To speak to God 'person to person' would provide a firm foundation for anyone's life. Many wonder if it is possible.
Yet the Gospels were provided as a word from God to tell us the good news about his coming to us in Jesus Christ,
and in them we should find the contact we need. But we shall only make such contact if we read in a way that makes
it possible. The Gospels can be read merely as ancient documents, or the history of an amazing life, or a source of
creeds and contentions. Many have used them to control and to condemn other people. The purpose of this
commentary is to show a way that makes them a word from God to each Individual."

The above is the opening paragraph of the late Paul Vickers' book Person to Person, The Gospel of Mark,
published in 1998 by the Swedenborg Foundation in the USA. His words set the tone for a further book he had
began to write before he died in April 1999, namely, a commentary on John's Gospel, which would also have borne
the main title Person to Person. The editor of Lifeline has agreed - with the consent of Nita, Paul's wife - to print
most of what Paul had written so far. A substantial part of his Introduction appears in the present issue, and sections
of commentary on the gospel will do so in the future. It must be emphasised however that what we read is no more
than Paul's first draft and that before going to print he would have revised, indeed re-written, much of what he had
set down. But as far as possible I have not altered what he has left with us; I have done no more than act as his
'copy editor' would have done.
In his published book on Mark's Gospel Paul Vickers ends with the following words,
"…what I have written is only an example to illustrate a 'person-to person' way to read the gospel and listen to the
Lord's Word. May we all find the Lord near to us as we read, and may we rejoice in his way of love and service."
May Paul's thoughts and comments on the Fourth Gospel indeed enable each of us to discover that 'person-toperson' way of reading it, and to see and hear the Lord speaking to us there.
Rev John Elliott

Introduction
It seems incredible to say that we could form part of a
group learning from a disciple who walked and talked
with Jesus Christ, and yet that is the opportunity John's
gospel opens up. More than that, since the gospel is a
Word from God, we shall be able to listen person to
person to God talking about his work on earth.
Nothing could be more important, for the good news
of the gospel sheds a new light on our life in the world. It
reveals the nature of God when we see him at work in
Jesus Christ, and that sets all our life in a different
perspective. We begin to understand our place in the
scheme of things as someone created by a God of love,
a love we can come to understand. We see how that
love will endure all pain and torment that comes from
the evil which men and women have brought into this
life, and how it will still love and forgive them, and strive
to save them by opening a new way for them to receive
God's love.
Rev Paul Vickers
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(Continued on page 6)

Person to Person - The Gospel of John
(Continued from page 5)

John's Gospel
The record of this work is recorded in four gospels, and
anyone reading the Gospels finds that John's gospel is
strikingly different to the other three. Matthew, Mark and
Luke are known as the Synoptic Gospels. Despite their
differences, they all three use the same sequence of
events, described sometimes in the same words. Mark
is a simple narrative, stringing together stories probably
first told in preaching about Jesus. Matthew has added
to this what seem to be prepared statements of his
teaching, also more parables and incidents, while Luke
uses some of Matthew's material in different ways and
adds more that he has gathered himself. The similarity
of the Synoptics is more than this, for all three also
speak in similar voices, telling what eye witnesses saw
and heard, and limiting any comment on Jesus' work to
statements from the Old Testament fulfilled in his life.
But John's gospel from its beginning is interested rather
to explain what God was doing in Jesus Christ, how the
Father fulfilled his purpose in the Son, and how we must
react to what is revealed of the nature of God and his
love for us. Every incident is used to explain the work of
Jesus and how it changed the relationship of men and
women to God. So this gospel is the result, not just of
remembering things, but of thinking through and
understanding their divine purpose.
It is no surprise therefore to find that this gospel was
written later than the other three, but still within the first
century. Papyrus fragments of the gospel have been
discovered which show that copies of it existed shortly
after that, and this should finally dispose of suggestions
that such thinking through of the gospel message was
not possible until the second century when none of the
Twelve was left to do it. If Jesus called John to be a
disciple in his youth, he would approach ninety as the
first century was ending, and its last quarter is the
period in which we can place the work that led to this
gospel.
Tradition has it that John in his old age lived and
taught at Ephesus in Asia Minor. The gospel would
appear to be the result of thinking through what he
experienced and heard in his youth, and of trying to
express its meaning to the group around him. It is that
group we join as we begin to read John's gospel. The
gospel itself suggests a group about the apostle who
were being taught by him. Twice (19:35 and 21:24) the
writer carefully separates the group from the one who
witnesses to the gospel's content. This means that the
writer was one of the group and had become an
amanuensis for the disciple. The gospel never mentions
the disciple John by name, but uses instead "the
disciple whom Jesus loved", which suggests that the
group had come to refer to their master by this title.
Whoever wrote it down, there can be no doubt that
the authority behind the gospel is that of a disciple very
close to Jesus. So soon after Jesus' death and
resurrection, with eye witnesses still alive, no other
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would be so forthright in correcting the Synoptic
Gospels on such matters as the number of Jesus' visits
to Jerusalem for Passover (John distinguishes three
which the Synoptics have coalesced into one), and the
actual day of Passover at the Passion, the timing of
incidents during the Passion and crucifixion, and so on.
It has to be realized that Mark's gospel was probably
composed from remembrance of Peter's preaching,
which would hardly be concerned with chronology, and
might not dwell on details of things Peter knew just as
much as John. Luke and Matthew depended on Mark
and second hand on other witnesses, and so John is left
to provide the only record witnessed directly by a
disciple. Since "the disciple whom Jesus loved" appears
throughout where, from the Synoptic Gospels, we know
John the disciple was present, we must surely identify
him as the source of the material written down for him,
especially as otherwise he would not be mentioned in
the gospel.
Jesus in John's Gospel
If creatures are to understand something of the God
who creates them, he must act in a sphere they can
comprehend. A force that creates universes we can
marvel at, without any idea of its real nature. If it is to
mean anything to us, we need to see its nature where
we experience in the world among other human beings.
This is the revelation of God that he made in Jesus
Christ. All the gospels tell us about it, but John's gospel
especially tries to show us how the God who makes the
universe could enter it and reveal his nature there. It
develops for us a whole new approach to life because of
what that incarnation achieved.
It reveals the nature of the God who makes us and
the universe about us, and shows that he is human. We
tend to use "human" for what is frail and temporal which
we know from our life here. We even contrast it with
God -- "to err is human, to forgive divine". Yet the fact
that we are human is because we are made in the
image of God. The creative force behind the universe is
a truly human love. wanting to share its life with others
who can return affection and love. Earthly life and life
after death exist to bring into being creatures who can
return God's love. God is divinely human love with its
own wisdom to create what it needs to fulfill that love.
This love creating and caring for us with all its wisdom,
always was and is the nature of God, who is always
truly human: the love that creates and cares for us with
all its wisdom. And the incarnation enables us to grasp
that nature.
In the gospel, there are two aspects to our
understanding of God and his work for us. First we see
Jesus compassionate to those sick and in need, patient
to teach his way, zealous to sweep evil out of life. We
see Immanuel, "God with us". Though this is in earthly
actions with specific people, we can realize from it
something of the nature of divine life as it comes in
(Continued on page 7)

(Continued from page 6)

Jesus. Besides this, we need to understand what Jesus'
coming means for us, how he has taken power to help
us in our tussle with life, with all its selfishness and evil,
and how he can save us with the birth of a new life. Both
of these aspects are important, and the gospel treats
them both.
Reading the Gospel
If God is to speak to us in the gospel, we must approach
him as his children. We must not look for a record of
past history or a way of judging other people or a
commentary on church politics and worldwide events.
We must think of the meaning for our life in each verse
we read, finding all of it in our own life and not directing
it on to other people or other problems. Then we must
think over in our own mind the way our life falls short of
God's hope for us, and begin to change our life to
accept his love. Remember that God gives us life
moment by moment, and so what he provides for our
instruction he himself can use in our mind and show
what it means for us. The Gospels are a revelation from
God, and so he can reveal to us from them what we
need personally to receive his love into our life.
No one can do this work for another. It is our own
personal contact with God. Each of us must think for
him or her self, even when another is reading or talking
about the gospel. However, since we are all God's
children and his purpose is to change all our lives and
draw us to his way, there will be similarities in what we
see; and so what one of us sees can help another to
find this way to God in his Word. Coming to read the
gospel can be daunting, because one needs to
understand its meaning and see its application clearly;
but much of the groundwork can be shared, and the
vision of one individual may provide a way for others to
find theirs. This book tries to show what I see in John's
gospel, and to provide help so that others can see what
they need themselves.
Using the Gospel
In using the gospel, we must remember that it is a Word
from God. Whatever instruments were used to produce
it, however many copied and even added to it, it was
given through them all to serve God's purpose with each
individual: to give God a way of talking to each of us
"person to person". It is very necessary to remember
this continual work and presence of God, in his Word
and with each of us. We and the universe are alive
moment by moment from his life, and he is at work all
the while to draw us to himself. None of the apparent
vicissitudes of the gospel's preparation will have
escaped his presence and his purpose.
Part of the gospel speaks immediately of our
relationship to God, and gives instruction on how we
should live and how we should think about our fellows.
Other sections describe signs performed by Jesus, or
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incidents involving the disciples and others. All of this is
a Word from God but, whereas the obvious instruction
can be thought about directly, the signs and incidents
need interpretation to get any detailed message from
them. The gospel itself points to the use of parable,
linking the woman at the well in chapter 4 with the
conversation about the water of life, and the healing of
the blind man in chapter 9 with teaching about spiritual
blindness, and so on in many other places. All of
creation is from God - our souls, our minds, our bodies
and the world around us - and all of them are made in
the same pattern. It is this that enables our minds to use
our bodies and to make coherent images of the world
around us. Because they were made in the same
pattern as our minds were made, our bodies and the
world around us provide symbols for things of the mind
and spirit. Indeed, our minds think in such "parable"
ways, seeing 'light' shed on mental problems, feeling
'warmth' from love and compassion, and using images
of life from growing things. Small wonder, then, that God
should speak in this way in his Word, using healing of
bodies to speak of healing mind and spirit, using the
world around us to teach us about the world within us,
and using men and women to illustrate discipleship,
faith and failure.
The most complete treatment that I have found of
this parable meaning in the Word of God is in the
writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, the eighteenth
century theologian, and my explanations are largely
based on his work. He sees God coming to man in the
Word by means of this internal spiritual sense. Whilst
always using the Lord's direct teaching and
commandments as a guide to all else, he reveals how
we can understand our motives and ambitions, our
shortcomings and failures, from the stories and
characters in the gospel. He clarifies our understanding
of how God sent his life into the world in Jesus Christ,
and how the Father worked in the Son making them one
and so brought his Holy Spirit to us all.
More than the other gospels, John draws the
message from incidents close to their description, so
that telling what happened merges into Jesus' teaching.
In places, it is difficult to decide exactly when the writer
is narrating and when he is recording the actual words
of Jesus; but that is not a problem if we realise that all
the text is God's gift to help us understand his purpose.
We can use all of the gospel to enable God to speak to
us, and his own presence within our mind can then
show us what he means for us individually. He sheds
light on our way of living so that we can use it to change
our daily life, so that he can live more closely with us
and we can find his joy.

Person to Person - The Gospel of John
To be continued

A unique and auspicious occasion
The bi-centenary celebrations of
Accrington New Jerusalem Church

the

Two hundred years! When we opened our doors on
Thursday, October 25th 2001, at the beginning of four
days of celebration, we did so with a feeling of
anticipation and quiet confidence. It was the culmination
of months of planning and working together. We were
mindful that our efforts should reflect the part that the
Accrington New Church has played in being a force for
good in the town. We were also aware that we should
pay tribute to all our wonderful ministers, each one
different with his own special abilities, all influencing our
lives for good, together with the teachers and all those
lay people who are part of our illustrious past and who
served us so well and who attended our services and
social activities. A daunting task you may think, but our
church committee headed by our long serving church
secretary, Mr Alan Benson, who also took on the role of
publicity manager, embraced the challenge with
enthusiasm and zeal. It was truly a labour of love and
with Divine Providence guiding us, everything slotted
into place.
We needed an exhibition and there was only one
person who could do this, namely Rev Dennis
Duckworth with his talent as an historian, his remarkable
memory but most of all his connections with and his love
of Accrington. His brother Alan, who is a long-serving
member of our church assisted Dennis, and working
together over several months, they produced a fantastic
and fascinating exhibition. The church's archives were
delved into and old photographs and memorabilia were
lovingly put together. We had a steady stream of visitors
which gathered momentum hour by hour. Church
members past and present, associates came from far
and wide, and townspeople from other churches. Dennis
and Alan were on hand throughout to answer questions
and talk with friends, and there was a constant buzz of
excitement. People were perusing old documents,
finding themselves and their loved ones in the records,
looking at old photographs comparing how they looked
'then' and realising how life's experiences had changed
them - physically at least! It was quite an eye-opener.
Words cannot express adequately our gratitude to
Dennis and Alan for all their work and expertise.
On Saturday at four o'clock about seventy people
arrived for an evening, never to be forgotten. Our M.C.
was Mr David Sharrock, the church's treasurer who
welcomed everyone in his own inimitable way, making
us feel relaxed and happy and we knew we were in for
something very special. At precisely half-past four we
sat down to a delightful meal organised by outside
caterers. Grace was said by our much-loved former
minister, Rev Leslie Chambers. Our after-dinner
speaker was Rev Dennis Duckworth who, at the age of
ninety is the longest serving ordained minister in the
New Church. Although he is officially retired, I am sure
he will never retire. He began by giving us good wishes
and fond remembrances sent by Mrs Cassie Hill whose
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Accrington New Church
husband George was our minister for over twenty years,
and also kind thoughts from Mrs Edith Ayre. Although
Rev J V Ayre was never Accrington's minister whilst
being the minister for Haslingden and Clayton he
preached here often. Dennis pointed out it was
wonderful to have so many ministers present; Rev John
O Booth, who worked so hard supervising the building
of the present church and his wife Rachel; Rev Leslie
Chambers who was a great hit with the children (and
adults) with his Asda bag, together with his wife Jean;
Rev John Sutton whose wife Jenny, sadly could not
accompany him due to illness in the family. Rev Norman
Riley and his wife Maureen were with us. Born and bred
in Accrington although he has never been our minister,
he preaches here from time to time even now and we
are always happy to welcome him. We were pleased,
too, to have the Secretary of the Conference Council,
Mr Gordon Kuphal with us. Dennis ended his speech
mentioning some of our friends, no longer with us, who
played such a vital part in the history of the church.
Without them, we should probably not have been here
to celebrate today, he said.
Accrington has always been well-known for its
music and musical tradition. Therefore we enjoyed a
well-known choir, the Concorde Singers, whose singing
and repertoire delighted us and rounded off what had
been a day to remember. Votes of thanks were given
and we are grateful to Mrs May Liversage whose
organisation and planning ensured that everything went
smoothly and well, not just at this particular event but
during all the four days. After more reminiscing the
tables were dismantled and the church prepared for the
next day's very special service.
One hundred people filled the church, together with
Accrington's Mayoress, to enjoy a most dignified,
uplifting and wonderful service conducted by the Senior
Minister of the Church, Rev Ian Russell. His theme
throughout was 'opening doors' and he captivated the
children with his visual aids. The service, so reverently
taken, was so fitting as we remembered the past and
looked forward to the future, with the Lord guiding us
and caring for us and showing us the way through the
revelations of Emanuel Swedenborg. At the close of the
service our youngest Sunday Club member, Emily
Ashworth, delightfully presented the Mayoress with a
posy of flowers. A number of people stayed on and
others joined us, when, at two o'clock we had a special
(Continued on page 9)

(Continued from page 8)

meeting of the Ladies' Class. This hour of fellowship has
played a unique part in our church's history and is still
going strong over seventy years on. Our president, Mrs
May Liversage, welcomed both men and women and
following the opening of the Word, a hymn, a prayer and
a reading introduced our speaker Rev Dennis
Duckworth, who, after all his work, together with his age,
astounded us with a brilliant talk which had us spellbound for almost an hour. His theme was 'People'
beginning with Emanuel Swedenborg, then Mr Jonathen
Bayley, the man responsible for 'putting Accrington on
the map', ministers including Rev G T Hill with his great
intellect, Rev A E Edge whom many of us remember
with love, and many others. After refreshments, made
by some of the ladies, there was a last look at the
exhibition, which had been the focal point of out four
days of history.
The celebrations had been, I think, an experience
never to be forgotten. As I look back I am full of
optimism for the future. We have opened our arms and
embraced so many friends. We have created s stir in
the town and I am sure we can build on that. Thank you
to all those who came from near and far to support us
and a very special thank you to Rev Dennis Duckworth
who lovingly did so much and to Alan.

College News
Recently, College students round the world (literally)
received their invitations to Winter School 2002, which
this year is held from Friday 1st February to Monday 4th
February. Around 26 students have been invited, the
invitation list including anybody who has been studying
a module in the past six months. The guest presenter
this time is Rev Dr Wilma Wake, from the Convention
Church in America, and she will present the following
programme on The 12 step Process:
1. History of the steps with possible Swedenborgian
connections.
2. Theological dimensions of the steps for
Swedenborgians and other religious groups.
3. Psychological and pastoral dimension of the steps:
Practical use of the steps in ministries.
4. Experiential dimension of the steps: How the steps
are used in the lives of those who are recovering.
5. Integration, discussion, questions.
Interwoven with this, the Principal, Rev John
Presland, will lead two sessions on non-Gospel Miracles
in the Word, and Lenka Machova from the Czech
Republic will tell us about A Spiritual Revolution in the
Heart of Europe.
In addition, there will be the usual rush of
assessments (oral exams!) and groups of students will
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Some of the guests at the Celebratory Meal
Rear table from the right: Rev Norman Riley,
Maureen Riley, Rev John Booth, Rachel Booth
Front table from the right: Mrs Nellie Thomas, son David,
daughters-in-law and grandchildren

Divine Providence is over all things and I feel very
strongly that this event had to take part at this point in
our history, to re-charge our batteries and to give us a
much-needed impetus to grow again. We have had a
great past, we can have a great future, taking out
inspiration from those who have gone before, but most
of all with the Lord guiding us and helping us.
Abridged from an article by Dorothy Aspden
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conduct morning worship at three local churches. If you
have any suggestions for an alternative to "rush" as a
collective noun for "assessments" please let College
know!
With the large number of students, Winter School
threatens to be the largest yet. The current World
Record for students at a school is 15. If you have visited
the College, you may wonder how the building and staff
cope with such a large influx of students and lecturers
for the long weekend. The answer is - with a large
shoehorn. The Lecture Room is capable of seating up to
30, while the Dining Room has catered for 28 people
seated convivially closely round individual tables. With
only five study bedrooms, there are also the logistics of
arranging local B&B accommodation for the overspill.
It's quite possible, too, that one of the non-Gospel
miracles we hear about is how Glennys Eckersley
manages to produce Sunday Lunch for this number of
people on a normal cooker with four gas rings, a grill
and an oven.
All-in-all, start of Winter School is keenly anticipated
by all students, and end of Winter School is keenly
anticipated by College staff, when they can get back to
the relative calm of normal College activities - assuming
such a state exists.
Alan Bowie

News from the Churches
Seaburn Dene weekend at Ridley Hall
Most of the 32 guests arrived on Friday evening, at the
grand old house of Ridley Hall, in time for a meal, but it
wasn't long before those from further a field arrived and
the weekend got underway.
The damp start to Saturday did not dampen our
spirits. After morning prayers led by Bruce Jarvis, the
well attended voluntary group discussions started.
Bruce Taylor led a discussion on friendship, and Becky
explored the "head" and "heart" elements of our faith.
After drinks Bruce Jarvis led a discussion on our
relationship to the Prodigal Son, and Maddy Taylor led a
group sharing our view on images of Jesus. Joan and
Keith Hind worked with the younger guests on nature (in
the rain!). Later, the weather was kind to us and the sun
came out in time for our free afternoon. It was a great
opportunity to get to know the area better. Our busy
evenings entertainment was well planned by the
organisers. It started with group games and we had
several dances throughout the evening. Drama was also
provided by two talented teams.

Kearsley Christmas Tree Festival
The Kearsley Church this year decided to try a novel
idea for Advent. We decided to hold a Christmas Tree
Festival. Puzzled? So were other people but it was
rather like a Flower Festival with Christmas Trees.
It took a great deal of forward planning and
organisation. We decided to decorate the church with
twelve Christmas Trees. An appeal was made for
sponsors to either buy a tree or adopt it and then
decorate it. We also had fund raising events to pay for
decorations, lights, publicity etc. It was decided to open
for Friday, Saturday and Sunday on the second and
third weekends in December.
We distributed over a thousand flyers and put
announcements on local radio and in the local paper.
We also had a 'Hand Made' Christmas card stall all
cards made by Gill Brackley, one of our members, a
home made preserves stall, a Christmas decoration stall
and a seasonal plant stall and refreshments.
Admission was by programme written and laid out
by Ray Kennion. The trees were decorated on the
theme of 'Favourite Carols.' The programmes gave each
carol title, a comment that helped to focus thoughts and
provide a comment for meditation, a verse from the Old
or New Testament and a quotation from the Writings of
the Church and the names of the sponsors. An example
was:
In the Bleak midwinter
Our lives rotate through states of light and dark, cold
and heat just like the Earth. We cannot escape this
series of changes. Our need for the Lord is greatest
when our lives are cold; just as the Earth's need for the
Sun's warmth is greatest in winter.
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We finished the weekend's set activities with
Sunday morning worship on the theme of the natural
world and correspondences, with a beautiful autumn
display of natural items we had collected during our
travels on Saturday.
Abridged from an article by Heather Allinson in
the Seaburn Dene Newsletter
God promises us the variations which we need to
penetrate our worldly awareness and also that he will
come to us again and again.
During all the days of the Earth, seedtime and harvest,
and cold and heat and day and night shall not cease.
Genesis 8:22.
The life of faith without love is like the light of the sun
without heat, as in the time of winter, when nothing
grows, but all things are sluggish and appear dead. It is
precisely similar in regard to spiritual and heavenly
things, which are represented in the Word by things that
exist in the world. Arcana Caelestia 34

We thought that these programmes were a very
effective way of conveying something of the wonderful
spiritual sense of the Word. Having seen the trees,
people then were encouraged to reread the
programmes at home. We had a steady trickle of visitors
and although we had expected more we were very
heartened by the favourable comments that we heard.
We talked to people who went to other churches, people
who had once attended Sunday school and people who
never been inside our church at all. It was good just to
be able to sit and talk to people and to answer
questions. It also heartened us as a congregation to
have such a beautifully, almost magically decorated
church, for Advent and Christmas. The church was
particularly lovely as evening fell and quietly sitting in
the Church, listening to soft music was a very calming
and reflective experience.
Thanks to every one concerned, especially Marian
Tague our organiser and motivator.
Pauline Grimshaw

Bournemouth
The church looked beautiful for the "Time for Taize"
Ecumenical Service at 5pm on Sunday 18th November.
Three rows of chairs were grouped in a semi-circle near
the chancel and, in the semi-darkness, except for the
light of flickering candles, one's eyes were drawn to the
illuminated open Word on the altar.
Elizabeth Mills led the Service, with Elizabeth's
daughter playing the flute accompanied by Marion Curry
at the piano. The atmosphere was beautiful, full of
warmth and peace and, between several chants sung
by the congregation and enhanced by gentle taped
music, we were led to pray for all those caught up in the
conflict of wars throughout the world, and to think of
those in need closer to home.
Towards the end of the Service, Marion led a quiet
circle dance accompanied by singing to taped music.
Over half the congregation were strangers to our
Church, which was a joy.

We also saw some of the visitors again at the
Carols by Candlelight service at 6.30pm on Christmas
Eve. It was one of those occasions when the Church
was full to bursting - over 230 adults and children came,
to enjoy the special atmosphere and to hear the
Verwood Concert Brass accompany our carol singing.
There were also items by the children's choir drawn
from the Rainbows and Brownies, with a lovely solo by
Emma Heathman, a trio arrangement of "O Holy Night"
sung by Marion and Eleanor Curry and Lynda Pierpoint,
with Rosemary Barnes at the piano, and a story written
and read by Patsy Booth describing the nativity seen
through the eyes of a sheep and its lamb, taken to the
manger by the shepherds.
Christmas Communion followed, taken by our
minister, Rev Clifford Curry, which drew to a close the
lovely warm atmosphere of a special service.
Lynda Pierpoint

The Senior Minister shares some thoughts and feelings
How is the job going for me at present?
I have been immensely and pleasantly surprised at how
I have adapted to this role! Maybe it is still a
'honeymoon' period? I wonder! Anyway, there appears
to be plenty of scope for the skills and interests that I
have. For example:
Working with CAM fulfils a need in me to aid
people to be more self-sufficient and independent.
Essentially CAM helps towards developing skills which
members need if they are to feel confident and
competent engaging in areas of activity in which there
are growing demands. For example, the expectations of
those wanting leaders for services of worship.
Additionally,
• Together with Jan Millar, I have drawn up a set of
objectives for her second year's work.
• I have helped facilitate a CAM sponsored workshop
on the ceremonies of funeral, baptism and wedding.
This led to a follow-up mini-workshop for lay-people
to prepare for and officiate at funerals.
Continuing to work on aspects of RENEW
enables me to make a contribution towards refreshing
the organisation.
• I am on the Project Team for the Church Centre
Growth Trial, together with Gill Gordon and Michael
Clubb (team leader).
Engaging with the Executive (a little like the
former Conference Interim Council) and Governing
(Conference) Council. This enables a dialogue with the
aim, for me, of an inclusive view of employee and
membership participation in all aspects of the decision
making process within the Conference organisation.
• I have attended all the meetings of the Governing
Council and the Executive. Generally, I desire a
role with less organisational input. Nevertheless, I
believe it is important that the employed ministers
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•

generally know what is going on within the
organisation, and can have an input to the
discussions. In the interim stages of reorganisation
this may best be done through the Senior Minister
attending and participating on these two bodies.
I believe the Conference organisation is best served
when the employed ministers, the Governing
Council and Executive consult widely. That is, both
between themselves and with a wider membership.

Engaging in personnel work, I believe, enables
employed ministers, students, and members generally
to feel more accepted and valued. For example,
• I have been involved in communicating with Martin
Pennington over his impending ministerial work in
the UK, centred in Bradford. I have worked closely
with Mary Burnley (for Bradford) in developing open
dialogue between the Executive, Bradford Society
and Martin. This is with a view to having open
discussion in order to define parameters and
boundaries of Martin's intended work, and to draw
up his Job Description.
• I continue to attend the College's Board of Studies.
I have consulted widely with Robert Gill, the
Secretary of Committee of Ministers, and with several
individual ministers on varying aspects which formerly
would have been dealt with by the MAC.
•
•
•
•

What have I found most challenging?
Adapting to the varying speeds at which
individuals / committees / groups work!
Working through many differing views to come to
agreements on ways forward!
Resisting being absorbed totally by the perceived
pressures from others!
Moving into the long-term aspects of the role!
Rev Ian Russell

Readers Letters
Dear Editor.
I am writing to say how very much I
appreciate and agree with the
sentiments on 'innocence'
expressed by Rev Ian Johnson in
his letter to the October issue of
Lifeline. I thought that the letter was
one of the best that has appeared in
our New Church columns recently.
The act of the 11th of
September in America was hellishly
evil, and should in no way be
condoned or excused. But its very
ferocity should cause us to question
why such a dreadful happening
could take place at all.

Surely it can only be good and
right to seek for possible causes
lying behind such an event. To many
in the world it would seem that our
modem Western way of life has
become increasingly go-getting,
pleasure-seeking, and profit-making,
while in other parts of the world
there are those who scratch the
ground for food with little hope of
finding anything. Do we inhabit one
world or two half-worlds?

that our aggressive Western lifestyle physically and psychologically
hurts many non-Western lands?
Ian's letter seems to suggest so.
'Rather than sticking "guilty" or
"innocent" labels on one another, we
should all be working together
humbly and compassionately to
improve the situation.' Thank you,
Ian, for putting it so well.

Sincerely,
Is it possible for the life-style of
one half tragically to disadvantage
the other half? The word 'innocence'
literally means 'non-hurtful' (from the
Latin verb in-noceo). Is it possible

Rev Dennis Duckworth

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GENERAL CONFERENCE 2002
The Annual Meeting of Conference this year is earlier than usual. It is to be held from Monday 8th July to
Friday 12th July at the Hayes Conference Centre, Swanwick, Derbyshire. The accommodation will be in the
new Lakeside building and all rooms will have en suite facilities. The charge for full board accommodation for
the whole of the Conference will be £150 including V.A.T.
The management at the Hayes now requires information about the probable number of bookings eight
weeks before the Conference. It has therefore been necessary to fix the closing date for bookings as Friday
3rd May. We recognize that this will precede the date of the Annual Meetings of some Societies and we
would ask all churches to make arrangements to appoint their Representatives before this date.
In previous years a number of late bookings have been received, which causes extra unnecessary work for
the Booking Secretary and does not help relations with the management at the Conference Centre. The
Conference Council has therefore decided that a penalty charge of £10 will be imposed on any bookings
received after the closing date, assuming that rooms are still available which cannot be guaranteed.
Mrs Enid Nicholls is not able to be Booking Secretary this year. All bookings should be sent in good time to:
Rev Rita Russell, 58 Chain Lane, Littleover, Derby DE23 7DZ (Telephone: 01332 606551).
Gordon Kuphal
Secretary of Conference

Lifeline
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